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The Architecture of Computer Hardware, Systems Software, & Networking: An Information Technology ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The modern world offers lots of readily available online resources for learning. Wikipedia,
	Google, news sources, millions of Web sites and blogs, even YouTube, offer access to
	information in nearly any subject that triggers your curiosity and interest. Nonetheless, I
	continue to believe that for deep understanding of something, nothing...
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Beginning Android 4 (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2011

	Android is everywhere. Phones. Tablets. TVs and set-top boxes powered by Google TV. Soon, Android will be in cars, in in-flight entertainment systems on planes, and even in


	robots!




	However, the general theme of Android devices will be smaller screens and/or no

	hardware keyboard. And, by the numbers, Android...
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Synthesis and Optimization of Digital CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 1994

	This new graduate textbook in computer engineering offers a modern, up-to-date look at computer aided design of VLSI circuits at the functional and logic level by addressing an interesting topic in CAD for digital circuits: design synthesis of detailed specifications from abstract models. Topics covered include hardware modeling, compilation...
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PEM Fuel Cell Durability Handbook, Two-Volume Set: PEM Fuel Cell Failure Mode AnalysisCRC Press, 2011

	PEM Fuel Cell Failure Mode Analysis presents a systematic analysis of PEM fuel cell durability and failure modes. It provides readers with a fundamental understanding of insufficient fuel cell durability, identification of failure modes and failure mechanisms of PEM fuel cells, fuel cell component degradation testing, and...
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Internet of Things Programming with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2017

	The Raspberry Pi Zero is a powerful, low-cost, credit-card sized computer, which lends

	itself perfectly to begin the controller of sophisticated home automation devices. Using the

	available on-board interfaces, the Raspberry Pi Zero can be expanded to allow the

	connection of a virtually infinite number of security sensors and...
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Reasoning with Probabilistic and Deterministic Graphical Models: Exact Algorithms (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2013

	
		Graphical models (e.g., Bayesian and constraint networks, influence diagrams, and Markov decision processes) have become a central paradigm for knowledge representation and reasoning in both artificial intelligence and computer science in general. These models are used to perform many reasoning tasks, such as scheduling, planning and...
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Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...
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Linux on IBM eserver zSeries and S/390: Best Security PracticesIBM Press, 2004
This IBM® Redbook discusses best security practices for running Linux as a z/VM® guest on IBM Eserver® zSeries® and S/390® machines. This publication is intended for system administrators and IT architects responsible for deploying secure Linux servers running under z/VM. We consider both z/VM and Linux security topics.
...
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Going Wi-Fi: A Practical Guide to Planning and Building an 802.11 NetworkCMP Books, 2003
Make informed decisions about planning and installing 802.11 “Wi-Fi” wireless networks. This book helps you tackle the challenge, whether installing Wi-Fi within an existing corporate network, or setting up a wireless network from scratch in any business or organization. Author Janice Reynolds guides you through everything you need...
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Linux HPC Cluster InstallationIBM Press, 2001
Few people who use computers have not heard of Linux®. Linux is at the heart of a revolution that is fundamentally changing many aspects of how software is written and delivered. It remains to be seen where this revolution will ultimately lead. Far less nebulous is the Linux penetration into the scientific calculation arena, or more...
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Ubiquitous Cardiology: Emerging Wireless Telemedical Applications (Premier Reference Source)Medical Information Science Reference, 2009
The Internet and other technological developments are now playing increasing roles in consumer health and the delivery of health services.
Ubiquitous Cardiology: Emerging Wireless Telemedical Applications provides developmental solutions and explanations for cardiovascular diagnostics. Useful to field researchers, academicians,...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPad 2 in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	The iPad 2 and the original iPad, taken together, are the biggest thing to
	hit computing in years. Drawing on the best of Apple’s iPhone and iPod
	touch products, and Apple’s Macintosh personal computers, while introducing
	a whole new way of seeing and interacting with information, the
	two new devices have grabbed the...
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